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IT IS proven below that if M is a compact manifold and i : M + RP” is a smooth imbedding then 
there is an N so that if j : RP” -+ RP N is the usual inclusion, ji can be approximated arbitrarily 
closely by an embedding onto a projective variety. As corollaries we have the Nash conjecture 
recently proved by Tognoli[l] and also the fact that any manifold which admits a smooth fixed 
point free involution is the link of a polynomial singularity. Our method of proof is similar to that 
of Tognoli. I wish to thank R. Palais for many helpful discussions and thank the Institute for 
Advanced Study for providing such an excellent climate for research. 
RP” will be real projective n space and r : S” + RP” will be the usual covering projection. 
The symbol - will mean ‘is approximately equal to’. We will make many statements below about 
approximating functions which are only true for sufficiently close approximations but we will not 
bother to state this proviso. j will stand for the canonical inclusion of one projective space into 
another of higher dimension j(x,, x,, . . . , x,) = (x,,, x,, . . . , x,,, 0, 0, . , . , 0). 
Definition. f: S” -+R will be called equivariant if either f(x) = f(-x) for all x or 
f(x) = -f(-x) for all x. 
LEMMA 1. Given f : S” + R equivariant and Ck (0 I k 5 x) there are homogeneous polynomials 
p:R n+’ +R so that p Is” is as close a CL approximation to f as we wish. 
Proof. Extend f in some way to R”” and pick s = ?1 so that f(x) = sf(-x) for all x. Let 
q:R “+I+ R be a polynomial which is a close Ck approximation to f near S”. Then the 
polynomial q’(x) = (q(x) + sq(-x))/% is also a close Ck approximation to f. But q’ has either only 
odd degree terms (if s = -1) or even degree terms (if s = 1). So if d is the degree of q’, 
p(x) = Ixldq’(x/IxI) is a homogeneous polynomial and pls” = q’ls,l -f. 
If p is an equivariant polynomial, the polynomial Jxl“p(x/(xI) will be called the 
homogenization of p (where d is the degree of p). 
Definition. M C RP” is a projective variety if there are homogeneous polynomials qi, 
i=1,2,..., m so that 6’(M) = fi q;-‘(O) f’ S”. By homogenizing, we could just as well say 
,=I 
the qi’s were equivariant rather than homogeneous. 
Definition. M C RP” is a nonsingular projective variety if M is a projective variety and for 
each p in Y’(M) there is a neighborhood U of p in S” and homogeneous polynomials 
ql>qz,~ . . , qk so that qrF1(M)=O for each i=1,2,... , k; the gradients of the qi at p are 
linearly independent, and V’(M) n U = b q;‘(O) n U. 
z=I 
LEMMA 2. Let f be as in Lemma 1 except thut f is at least C’. Let M C RP” be a nonsingular 
projective variety so that fC’(M) = 0. Then we may choose the approximating polynomial of 
Lemma 1 so that pY’(M) = 0. 
Proof. For each p in M there is a neighborhood Up of p in RP” and polynomials q,, . . , qr 
so qin-‘(M) = 0 and the gradients of the qt at each point of r-‘(p) are linearly independent and 
U,, n M = U,, n TT~) q;‘(O). So if U, is chosen small enough there are functions 
I=, 
qi:Y’(U,,)+R,i=k+1,k+2 ,..., nsothat(q,,q? ,..., q”) are coordinates on Y’( U,). Thus 
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we havef(x) = i qi(x)ai(x) if r(x) E U, where a;(x) = 
’ af 
i=l 
and f(ql(x), e(x), . . . , qn(xN = f(x). 
I 
o -$tq1, tqz,. . . , tqt, @+I,. . *, q,)dt 
If p E M pick a hbmogeneous polynomial q so 
q(P-‘(M)) =O but (IF’(p) Z 0 and then f(x) = q(x)(f(x)/q(x)) for x in a neighborhood of 
F’(p). Piece all these local expressions of f together with a partition of unity to get 
f(x) = 2 pi(x)bi(x) for x E S” where pi are homogeneous polynomials with piF’(M) = 0 and 
i=I 
bi are some smooth functions. We may assume the b,‘s are equivariant by replacing them with 
(hi(x)+ s*a.h(-x))/2 where si and s are such that p,(x) = s,p,(-x) and f(x) = sf(-x). Use 
Lemma 1 to approximate the hi’s by homogeneous polynomials ci. Now just let p = the 
homogenization of $ pi (x)ci (x). 
i=l 
Definition. Two disjoint compact submanifolds M,, and MI of RP” are equivariantly 
cobordant if there is an imbedding i of a compact manifold W into some RPm so that 
i(JW) = j(MO U MI). 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose M C RP” is equivariantly cobordant to a nonsingular projective 
variety V C RP”. Then there is an N so that jl, can be approximated arbitrarily closely by an 
imbedding onto a nonsingular projective variety of RPN. 
Proof. Pick an imbedding i : W +RP” so i(aW) = j(M U V). Make sure s 2 2n + 1. Let Y 
be the double of W, Y = W X So/(x, 1) = (x, -1) if x E JW. Pick an open imbedding 
c:(M U V)xR-+Ysothatc(j-‘i(x),O)=(x,l)forx EdW.Themapi’:Y-+RP”definedby 
i’(x, t) = i(x) is homotopic to an imbedding i”: Y +RP” such that i”c(x, t) = 
(x, tx, 0) E RP (“+l)+(n+,)+(s-2n-1)-1 for t near 0. Let p = {x E R”“1~(x/lxl) E i”(Y)}. Then there 
is a neighborhood U of C’i”( Y) in R ‘+’ (let us say U consists of all points with distance less 
than d from &i”(Y), d small) and smooth functions q : U+ F, v : U+R”” and 
K:U+R (Sf’)(S-t2)‘2 = the space of symmetric (s + 1) X (s + 1) matrices where q(x) = the point in 
P closest to x, v(x) = x - q(x) and K(x) = the matrix of projection onto the vector space normal 
to P at q(x) (i.e. take the tangent space to P at q(x), translate to the origin and project to its 
orthogonal complement). Notice that q(x) = -4(-x), v(x) = -v(-x) and K(x) = K(-x). We can 
extend K and v in some manner to equivariant functions on S”. Let us take a look at K restricted 
to K’j(V). Pick a point z in r-‘j(V) and homogeneous polynomials fI,f2,. . . ,fk so Of,(x), 
Vfi(X), . . * 7 VfLc(x) are linearly independent for x in some neighborhood U, of .Z in S” and 
u, n fi f?(O) = 
i=, 
C’i”(Y) fl U,. (For instance we may take the first II -dim V J’s to be 
polynomials in n + 1 variables defining V and let the next n fi’s be xjX,+l+i - x;x”+~+~, 
j=O,l ,..., i - 1, i + 1,. . . , n where i is such that zi + 0 and the rest of the J’s can be xi, 
j 2 2n + 2.) Then K(x)(y) = i ai(x, y)VJ(x) for all y E R”” and x E U, II r-‘j( V) where 
i=, 
where F(x) is the k x k matrix with i, jth component (Vh(x), Vfi(x)). But then by Cramers rule 
the coordinates of K(x) are rational functions so K(x) = PL(x)/QL(x) for x E U, II r-‘j(V) 
w,,ere P, :RS+‘+R(s+1)(S+2)/2 and Qz :RS+l +R are homogeneous polynomials and QZ( U,) C 
R -0. Do this for each point of a-‘j(V) and pick z,, z2,. . . , z, so that V C u U,,. Then 
i=, 
for all x in 6’j(V) (since a/b = c/d implies a/b =(a + c)/(b +d)). After homogenizing 
numerator and denominator we get K(x) = P(x)/Q(x) for all x in K’j( V) where P and Q are 
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homogeneous and Q(x) >O for all x in n-‘j(V). By adding to Q a homogeneous polynomial 
which is 0 on C’j( V) and positive on the rest of S” we may assume that Q(x) > 0 for all x in S”, 
hence P/Q is a smooth function on all of S”. Now use Lemma 2 to approximate 
K(x)-(P(x)/Q(x)) by a homogeneous polynomial function L(x) and approximate v(x) by a 
homogeneous polynomial function u(x) so that L(x) = 0 and u(x) = 0 if x E n-‘j( V). 
Let m = dim (P) = dim (M) + 2 and let N = (m + l)(s + 1) - 1. Let X be the projective variety 
in RPN given by the zeroes of the polynomials 8, pi, vi, i = 1,2, . . . , m which are defined as 
follows. Let x =(x0, x1,. . . ,x,) E Rcm-t”cst”, xi E R”“, then e(x) is the homogenization of 
Q”(~~)~~~xo.*i)(L(xo)+P(xo)iQ(x3)’”-~(~(~.)), 
/b(x) = IxLqx, I2 - ( x0, x,)* and the ni are homogenizations of polynomials n1: so that for some 
integer j, 5 n:(x)h “-i/~~o~2iQ”+‘(~o) is the remainder of the division of the determinant of 
i=, 
AI - L(xO) - P(xo)IQ(xo) by the polynomial z (x0, xi)hm-’ (considered as polynomials in A). 
i=o 
Let x=(x0,x,,.. . , x,) E X be such that x0 f 0. Then the equations pi(x) = 0 imply that 
there are numbers bi, i = 0, 1, . . . , m so that xi = bixo, i = 0, 1,. . . , m. Now L + P/Q - K so 
det (AI - L - P/Q) - det (Al - K) = (A - l)s+‘-mA m. 
Soifni(x,b,x,bZx ,..., b,x)=O,i=1,2 ,..., m we must have each bi very close to an integer. 
There is an imbedding cp : U n S” + fi q;‘(O) n pcci-‘(0) n S” given by 
,=I 
q(x) = (x, b,x, b,x, . . . , b,x)l( 1+ 2 b,‘)“’ 
where the hi’s are defined by A” + b,A”-‘+ bzAm-‘+. . .+ b,_,A + b, = fi A - ei where 
i-l 
el, e2,. . . , e, are the eigenvalues of L(x) + P(x)/Q(x) which are very close to 0. Notice that p 
maps U n S” onto some components of fi vi-‘(O) n jC’(O) n p-‘(U) n SN where 
i=l 
p(xo,x,,..., x,) = xO/lxO\. Also notice cp - inclusion since bi - 0. 
Let G be the Grassmanian manifold of s + 1 - m dimensional subspaces of R”” and I the 
canonical s + 1 - m vector bundle over G. Identify G = {L E R(‘+‘)(St*“ZIL2 = L and trace 
(L) = s - m + 1) (L is considered as an (s + 1) x (s + 1) symmetric matrix.) 
5 = ((L, x) E R(s+‘)(s+2)12 x R ‘+‘ILx = x and L E G}. 
The bundle projection is (~5, x)++ L. Notice that the map (K, v): U n S” + 5 is transverse to the 
O-section G and (K, v)-‘G = 6’i”( Y). 
Define a map y: U rl Ss-+Rs+’ by y(x) = K(x)(B~(x))lQ”(x). Then for x E U n S” we 
have@(x)-@(x,0,0,... ,O)= Q”(L+PIQ)“u(x)-Q”K”u(x)=Q’“(x)v(x).Soy(x)-u(x) 
and y(x) = 0 if and only if &o(x) = 0. (For the only if part, observe that z bi(L + P/Q)“-’ has a 
kernel of dimension m since E biAm-’ divides the characteristic polyiomial of L + P/Q. Its 
image is perpendicular to its kernel which is close to Ker(K). Hence @(x) lies in a plane almost 
perpendicular to Ker(K(x)).) Thus we have 
qo(y-‘(0) n u n s”) = e-‘(o) n u’ n 0, 7$(o) n &o) 
where 
U’ = {x E S”lx is at distance less than d from C’ji”(Y)}. 
But cp(y-‘(0) n U n S”) is equivariantly isotopic in S” to r-‘(O) n U fl S” and r_‘(O) n 
U II S” = (K, y)-‘(G) which is isotopic to (K, v)-‘(G) = 6’ii”(Y) by transversality. The 
isotopy can be canonical, hence equivariant. So ji”( Y) is isotopic in RPN to the components of X 
which are contained in r( U’). Notice that j(V) C X so we could assume all the isotopies above 
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were fixed on j(V). So we may pick a (I,: Y -+RPN which approximates ji” so that 
G(Y) = X II a(U’) and e(x) = j?‘(x) for all x E i”-‘j( V). 
Now pick a smooth function g : RPN + R so that 0 is a regular value of g, g-‘(O) intersects X 
transversely and g-‘(O) 0 X = $(aW x I) = V U M’ where M’ is a copy of M close to j(M). 
(This can be done in the following way. Pick a smooth function f : Y + R so f-‘([O, 00)) = W x 1 
and 0 is a regular value of fi Let T be a tubular neighborhood of X n r(U’) in RPN and 
p : T-+X fl r( CJ’) be projection. Pick a smooth function h : RP” 3 R so that h(x) = f~,~‘p(x) 
forxinTandh(X-n(U’))=I.Leta:RPN + [O, I] be a function so that a(x) = 0 for x near 
X fl a(W) and a(x) = I for x not in T. Let t be a regular value of h near 0, then 
g(x) = h(x)- ta(x) will have the required properties if t is small enough.) 
By Lemma 2 we may approximate gn by a homogeneous polynomial h : R FJ+’ + R so that 
h(x) = 0 if x E rr-‘j( V). Then rh -l(O) n X = j(V) U h4” where M” is isotopic to M’ and hence 
to j(M). It is a fact of algebraic geometry that an irreducible nonsingular projective variety of 
constant dimension cannot contain a proper subvariety of the same dimension. (To see this, take 
the complexifications of the variety and its subvariety, then apply the projective versions of 
Lemmas 7,2 and 9 of [2].) Hence the union of the irreducible components of M” U j(V) which 
contain points of M” must be M” itself. So M” is a projective variety (the reader can check that 
M” is nonsingular). 
PROPOSITION 2. Any imbedding i: M” +RP” is equivariantly cobordant to a nonsingular 
projective variety. 
Proof. By [3] and [4] any imbedding is equivariantly cobordant to an imbedding of disjoint 
unions of manifolds of the form RPk x Y where the imbedding is homotopic to the map 
projection onto the RPk factor followed by inclusion (by j) into RPN, and Y is a Cartesian 
product of real projective spaces and manifolds of the form Hs, = 
((x0, . . ,xs)x(Yo,..., yc) E RP ’ x RP’ ) i xiyi = 0}, s I t. 
i=” 
First, the Cartesian product of projective spaces is an affine variety, RPkl x RPk2 X. . . X 
RPkr ={(L,, . . . , L,)ILi? = L, trace L, = 1, and L, symmetric}. Here L, E R ‘kzt1’2 is thought of as 
a matrix and a point (P,,...,Pr)E RPk1xRPk2X..*xRPk, corresponds to (L,,,...,L,,) 
where L,, is the matrix of projection of R”” onto the line p,. For Li in the variety above, 
so the variety defined above is contained in the sphere of radius v’r. 
Also, H,, = {(K, L)lK’ = K, L 2 = L, trace K = trace L = I, K and L symmetric and Ki = 0). 
Here K is an (s + 1) x (s + 1) matrix, L is a (t + 1) x (t + I) matrix and i is the (s + 1) X (s + 1) 
submatrix of L with i’j = L”. Notice that this variety is contained in the sphere of radius -\/2. So 
the Cartesian product of RP k’s and H,, ‘s is a variety contained in some sphere about the origin. 
Now consider an a&e variety N = g-‘(O) where g : R” *R is a polynomial and so that N is 
contained in the sphere of radius r about the origin (for instance one of the varieties defined 
above). Define homogeneous polynomials ,ui and h on R(p+“(k+‘) by p,(xO, xl,. . .,x,> = 
~xoj2~xi~*-(xo,xi)2, i=1,2,...,p (here the x,‘s are in Rkt’) and h(xo,...,x,)= 
IX”14d(g((Xo, xJ/~xo~*, . . . , (x0, x,)/Jx~~~)~ + ( 2 IxiIz-- r21~nlz)zd where d is the degree of g. Let V be 
i=, 
the variety in RP(k+“(p+‘)-’ defined by these polynomials. 
Consider the map yo :RPk x N x [O, l]+ RP(k+‘)(Pt’)-’ defined by cp(x, (y,, . . . , y,), t) = 
(x, ty1x, tyzx, . . . , ty,x). Then cp restricted to RPk x N x 1 is an imbedding into V and cp gives a 
homotopy of this imbedding to the map projection followed by inclusion. In fact 
(p(RP’XNXl)=V, for if (x0,x,,.. .,x,) E V we must have x,+0 since h(O,xlr...,xp)= 
(5 Ix$)~“ > 0. Th en the equations CL< imply that there are numbers bi so that xi = bixo, 
i=, 
i=l,... , p so we must have g(b,, b2,. . . , b, ) = 0 and thus 
(x0,. . . ,I,) = (ptxo, (b,, . . , b,,), 1). 
Consequently the proposition is proven. 
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COROLLARY 1. (Nash Conjecture) Every compact submanifold of R” can be approximated by an 
afine variety in RN some big N. 
Proof. Think of R” as the points of RP” of the form (1, x1, x2,. . . , x,). Now use Propositions 
1 and 2 to approximate the submanifold by a projective variety given by g-‘(O) where 
g:R FJ+’ + R is some homogeneous polynomial. The variety contains no points of the form 
(0,x,, . . . , xN) because it must approximate the original submanifold and those points are far 
away. So the polynomial h(x,, x2, . . . , xN) = g(1, x1, x2, . . . , xN) defines an affine variety close to 
the original submanifold. 
COROLLARY 2. Let M be a smooth manifold which admits a fixed point free involution. Then 
there is a homogeneous polynomial p : R” -+ R so that S”-’ n p-‘(O) is difleomorphic to M. 
Proof. Let the involution be T. Classify it by an imbedding of M/T into some RPN, i.e. an 
imbedding i : M/T + RPN so that the S” bundle induced by i from the bundle 7~ : S” + RP” is 
just M + M/T. Now approximate the imbedding i: M/T +RPN by an imbedding i’:MIT+ 
RP”-’ onto a projective variety V = p-‘(O) where p : R” + R is some homogeneous polynomial. 
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